58”

MARINER’S STAR

The 58” Mariner’s Star is a combination of two favorite Quiltsmart patterns:
58” Lone Star and Mini-Mariner’s Compass. Both patterns individually are
easy to make, and the combination is also easy! You will need the 58” Lone
Star Classic Pack and the Mini-Mariner’s Classic Pack. Cutting requirements are found in the packs. The following steps will show you how to
combine the two patterns into one fabulous quilt!

Yardage, Jellyrolls
& Fat Quarters
Due to this quilt being
a scrappy one, there is
no exact amount for
yardage. Use the pack
yardage charts as a
guide. The background
yardage is the same as in
the 58” Lone Star pack
information. Cutting
requirements are found
in the packs.
Helpful information:
58” Lone Star Jellyroll:
One jellyroll strip yeilds
about 7 rectangles. You
will need 288, so a total
of about 42 strips.
OR
One fat quarter yeilds
about 24-28 rectangles,
so you need about 12 fat
quarters. These numbers
vary depending on the
width of the fabric.
OR
Your stash!
Mini-Compass:
Use the information on
the pack yardage chart
as a guide. The compass
does not work quite as
well with jellyrolls as it
does with fat quarters.
Jellyrolls will work for
the outer points.
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Create a masterpiece with bright, high contrast scraps!
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Using the 58” Lone Star
Classic Pack, make all 8
diamonds, following instructions
1-17. Tip: Use the yardage and
cutting chart as a guide for the colors.
We used 6 “colors”...but within each
color are many different fabrics. For
example, reds & pinks make up the
fabrics for Fabric #1 forming the
center of the star. Blues & purples
make up the fabrics for Fabric #2,
and so on.

Place the Mini-Mariner’s
Compass 8ths on the Lone
Star Background triangle pieces.
Tips: 1) Lay the Long Cardinal
Points alongside the Lone Star
diamonds. 2) Take a photo with
your digital camera or phone! 3)
Work with one quarter of the quilt
at a time, as shown above.

Using the Mini-Mariner’s
Compass Classic Pack,
make 16 wedges (the equivalent
of 2 Mini-Mariner’s Compasses)
following instructions 1-20 with
these exceptions: a) In steps 14
and 18, it says to “Make 4” - but
make 8 of each of those, for a total
of 16 compass sections. b) In step
20 - do NOT sew the wedges
together - just put the facing on
each wedge. Now read on to step
3 before you sew...

Taking one piece at a time,
pick up a triangle and fuse
the Mini-Mariner’s Compass
facing to the background triangle.
Place a pin or two in the outer
arc to secure that part to the
background triangle. Stitch along
the curve as in Mini-Mariner’s
Compass instructions, step 24.
Place triangle back in position.
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You will be using half of the
Mini-Mariner’s Compass
pack, - two compasses left over great for wallhangings, tablemats,
and shams. As shown above,
lay the Lone Star diamonds and
background triangles on a table,
design wall or the floor.

Sew background pieces as
in steps 18-24 of Lone Star
instructions. Hint: Or - keep the
pieces laid out and pick up each
piece, sew right sides together with
respective piece, and return to place).
We added a scrappy binding
to compliment the scrappy 58”
Mariner’s Star.

